
Outdoor Emotions



Two Companies, 

One Group.

 A unique international 

presence, creating 

collections of 

coordinated pieces 

for outdoor uses.

From furnishings 

and solar covers to 

partitions and 

outdoor matching

accessories.





The Quality is 

in Details. 

Each Coro e Fim 

product stems from 

our special attention 

to detail, making

sure every element 

involved in the final 

product is well thought 

through.

Overall high standards 

of total quality, 

ensuring the long life 

of the products.







Italian Production 

of the 

Highest Level.

 
Our production is 

entirely based in Italy, 

benefitting from a 

know-how that

stems from decade-

long experience in the 

industry.

We employ the 

best metal- and 

textile-processing 

technologies, 







Custom Made

Projects

 
Our approach is 

flexible and versatile, 

led by the constant 

determination to

best interpret 

individual needs and 

turn them into reality.

This allows us to create 

bespoke products that 

turn each project into

something unique and 

original.







Design as 

Strategic Tool.

 
Design is not just 

the form, but 

fundamentally it is 

the method that 

guarantees

a unique and 

innovative final 

product.

An international design 

that contributes to 

creating objects that 

live beyond

the latest trends.





Not only Products 

but a Coordinated 

Life-style.

 
Coro e Fim products 

are designed and 

combined to create a 

complete and

coordinated outdoor 

landscape.

They are flexible 

objects that lend 

themselves to 

interpreting the 

space according to 

different styles.





Not Single Objects, 

but a 

Family Feeling

Coro e Fim products are 

the outcome of years 

of evolutions, additions 

and gradual 

developments.

All with the aim of 

creating a series of 

homogeneous products 

that cover the

different areas of 

contemporary living.



design 
Stefano Gallizioli

Nest



design 
Stefano Gallizioli

Nest



design 
Stefano Gallizioli

SG1



design 
James Irvine

Zeta



design 
Matteo Nunziati

Sabal



design 
CDC

Jubeae



design 
Stefano Gallizioli

Fellini



design 
Matteo Nunziati

Boomy



design 
Matteo Nunziati

Clea



design 
Sergio Brioschi

L03



design 
Matteo Nunziati

Livis



Flexy Zen



Flexy XL



FlexyTwin



FlexyLarge



Flexy



Rodi

Retrattili



Capri

Pensili



Ischia

Pensili



Reflex

Aluminium



Montecarlo

Wood



360° Contract 

Projects

 
Each project presents 

us with a complex and 

stimulating challenge 

that we take on with 

competence and 

experience.

Hotels, restaurants, 

cafés, resorts, as well 

as private residences 

and public

spaces, featured all 

over the world.



Switzerland

Waldhaus



Greece

WT Hotel



Singapore

Scott Square



Italy

Spain



Belgium

Holland



Not only Products 

but also Services.

We work every day 

making sure your ideas 

are turned into reality. 

From consultancy for 

contracted projects to 

discussing the details 

with design studios, from 

after-sales assistance 

to customizations, 

everything is an

integral part of 

our know-how.



Assistance

Contract



Warranty

Products



Development

Projects



ww.fim-umbrellas.com
www.coroitalia.it


